To send TransIT bus tickets via the online portal with Token Transit

Navigate to www.tokentransit.com/send

Click on TRANSIT
Choose the rider type, fare type, and enter the user’s cell phone number. A link to the pass will be texted to them.
You can pay for the pass with a credit card or debit card.
You will receive a confirmation that the pass was delivered to the phone number provided. A receipt will be delivered to the email address provided above.
The user will receive a text message with a link to the pass.

John Doe sent you a bus pass. To use it, download Token Transit at https://tokentransit.com/app. John Doe says: "Here is your bus pass!"
If the user already has the Token Transit app downloaded, tapping the link will open the app. If they do not have the app downloaded, tapping the link will prompt them to download the app from the app store.
User should download the free app.
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What's New
Version 3.1.9
This new version of Token Transit adds improved error messaging and various bug fixes.
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Once the app is downloaded, the user will be prompted to create an account. The only information needed to set up an account is their cell phone number. After entering the phone number, tap the “I agree” slider.
They will be texted a verification code, which needs to be entered into the app where prompted.

The code was sent to +13017926876.
Once complete, the pass will be ready for the user to activate.

Note that the pass should only be activated just prior to boarding the bus. If the user activates the pass (one-trip or one-day) when they don’t need it, another pass will need to be purchased if not used within one hour (one-trip pass) or before the end of the TransIT service day (one-day pass). The user can also purchase their own passes by tapping Buy Passes. Their credit card information will be encrypted, and only need to be entered one time. All new users can purchase an all-day bus pass for 50% off.

This portal is mostly useful for a few one-time pass purchases. If you need to purchase many passes all at once, contact transit@frederickcountymd.gov and we will assist.